
 
 
 

 
medisana Office Line expanded with attractive products: The heated blanket 

OL 200, the long heated cape OL 150 and the short heated cape OL 100 

complete the range for the office and home office 

 

Neuss, 16.09.2021. The medisana Office Line is growing and in the future will offer three more 

health and heat products that are perfectly tailored to the office and home office: With the 

heated blanket OL 200, the long heated cape OL 150 and the short heated cape OL 100, work 

on computers, laptops etc. and other activities can now be made even more pleasant and 

health-friendly.  

The medisana heated blanket OL 200 is a cosy heated blanket for the lap and legs. Due to its 

timeless design, it is perfect for discreet use in the office. Thanks to two large heat zones of 

28 × 20.5 centimetres each, the three temperature levels, as well as the pleasant and high-

quality material, it guarantees pleasant heat whenever it is needed. Thanks to the power bank, 

the OL 200 heated blanket can be used easily and wirelessly – flexibly, both indoors and 

outdoors. It has a hidden pocket for storing the power bank and cables,  as well as a practical 

integrated control panel. When it comes to safety, it is also convincing, because it is equipped 

with a safety system with overheating protection and an automatic switch-off after 180 

minutes. It also has three timer presets and is hand washable. 

The OL 150 heated cape from  medisana is a long heated cape with a smart business look. In 

its discreet and dark grey, timeless design, it is perfect for wearing in the office. It has three 

heat zones in the shoulder and back area as well as inside the pockets and three temperature 

levels each and three timer presets. The pleasant, high-quality material, which can be washed 

by hand, adds to the wellbeing factor. The long OL 150 heated cape can be used easily and 

wirelessly thanks to the power bank, flexibly both inside and outside. Like the OL 200 heated 

blanket, it is also equipped with a safety system with overheating protection and an automatic 

switch-off after 180 minutes. Its magnetic closure on the front and its hidden pocket for 

storing the power bank and cable round off the practical functions. 



For those who like things a little more compact, the short medisana OL 100 heated cape is 

ideal. It has the same properties as its “big brother”, but is a little cheaper and focuses on the 

area of the shoulders and the upper back. The heated cape OL 100 is otherwise equipped with 

the same product features as the heated cape OL 150.  

The new products in the medisana Office Line: the OL 200 heated blanket is now available for 

€ 119.95 RRP, the OL 150 long heated cape for € 139.95 RRP and the OL 100 heated blanket 

for € 99.95 RRP at specialist retailers and at www.medisana.de.  

 

medisana is one of the leading specialists in the home healthcare market. For over 40 years, the 

German company has been committed to the health of people with the motto “Your health in good 

hands”. medisana is a pioneer in the trend of mobile health management and provides future-oriented 

products for modern everyday life in an increasingly networked world. The company from Neuss is one 

of the leading manufacturers in the massage sector. medisana develops, markets and sells products in 

the categories of mobile health, health control, wellness, sport, body care, therapy and healthy home 

for health-conscious consumers worldwide. 
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